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An Elegiac Rebellion
by David Chew

(Curator of Tags & Treats: works by Vincent Leow, 6 Aug – 17 Oct 2010 
at Singapore Art Museum)

Vincent Leow’s earliest memory as a child was of being intrigued at 
age four or five by his ability to create objects and art, making toy 
guns, daggers and swords from leftover pieces of wood he found 
around him.

Although Vincent had always received below average grades in art 
class in school, he nevertheless felt that this was separate from the 
level of creativity a person possessed. At this young age, it sowed 
in him the seed of determination to pursue “being creative” in the 
non-traditional sense of being an artist.

Having a keen interest in architecture and design, Vincent trans-
lated this creative energy into becoming an architecture draughts-
man after completing his National Service stint, and later joined a 
landscape design company. It was during this period, when he was 
working with creative colleagues, that Vincent decided it was time to 
take the plunge. He enrolled at the new St Patrick’s Art Centre (now 
known as the LASALLE College of the Arts), which was founded in 
1984 by Brother Joseph McNally.

While his introductory classes laid the foundation in different art 
media, it was sculpture-making that interested Vincent the most, 
rekindling the idea of making and producing something solid from 
ideas and concepts. His first art school project was, not surpris-
ingly, woodcarving. Vincent continued exploring (in addition to the 
requisite drawing and painting courses) marble-carving as well as 
metal-welding throughout his first formal arts course.

“Where I was growing up, my neighbour was a wood 
craftsman. Even as a child, his tools and skills fasci-
nated me – how he transformed a plain looking chair or 
wooden chest by his skills with amazing Chinese land-
scapes, dragons and patterns.” 
(Interview with Vincent Leow, 2009)

Born in 1961, amidst the throes of Singapore’s pre and post-inde-
pendence era, Vincent grew up during a dramatic period of political 
and social change. In a mere two decades, rapid modernisation as 
well as nationalism was taking root against a backdrop of trans-
national economics and global commodity diversification. When 
Vincent finished his foundational arts education at LASALLE in the 
mid-1980s, he would emerge into a highly charged environment 
and milieu, in which the Singapore art scene was undergoing a 
seismic shift (Storer, 2007, p. 12).

....



The Flowering of the Contemporary 

Vincent occupies a significant place in the development of contem-
porary art in Singapore. His prolific art practice has always been 
rooted in debates over contemporary Singapore identity.

Alongside fellow contemporary artists such as Cheo Chai Hiang, 
Tang Da Wu and Amanda Heng, Vincent is part of the group of 
artists in the 1970s and 1980s who began to focus on the idea and 
concept behind an artwork, rather than simply the execution i.e., 
the speculation behind a work, rather than the rendering of actual 
appearances.

These new frontiers of visual art in Singapore were pioneered in the 
1970s by young artists then, such as Cheo and Tang who started to 
challenge the traditional definitions of art where “beautiful pictures” 
had been produced, and the primary definition of art had been lim-
ited to the medium of painting (Sabapathy & Briggs, 2000, p. 17).

What these young artists proposed was not just a change in aes-
thetics and style, but an ideological shift from the need to create 
sacrosanct artworks that were imprisoned by conventional and 
outmoded aesthetics, to the propagation of the tenets of concep-
tual art, such as the focus on ideas, concepts and processes, and 
adopting engaged attitudes towards the everyday world as a re-
source for materials, subject-matter and methods of making (Saba-
pathy & Briggs, 2000, p. 27). What this meant for the Singapore art 
scene was an opening up and expansion of stylistic possibilities in 
ways to create art, engender the birth of pluralism, and refocus the 
purpose and meaning of art production and consumption.

Numerous scholars and writers have observed the pluralisation of 
the cultural climate of the 1980s, brought about by the forces of 
modernisation that created disruptive conditions which ironically fa-
cilitated the emergence of new art movements and artistic possibili-
ties, spurring younger artists to engage in critical self-questioning 
and new forms of expression.

Pink Dream 
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The attempt to negotiate these conflicts and disputes of differences 
in society manifested itself in a form of creative rebelliousness, 
which William Lim in his book Alternate (Post) Modernity defines 
as “fuzzy logic and spaces of indeterminacy, relaxing the gates of 
reason in order to allow certain processes of evolving alternate tra-
ditions” (Lim, 2003, p. 17–18).

Coupled with the socio-political conditions of the two preceding dec-
ades of rapid nation building in the 1960s and 1970s, the 1980s 
witnessed a fl owering of experimental stylistic forms that expanded 
the field beyond painting and sculpture to installation and perfor-
mance art, as well as experimental theatre. Responses to this re-
sulted in numerous artist-organised activities, which included the 
formation of groups and movements such as The Necessary Stage, 
the Trimurti group of artists, as well as The Artists Village (TAV) 
(Storer, 2007, p. 12).

In 1988, two key events took place in the development of contem-
porary visual arts. One was the Trimurti exhibition held at the Goe-
the-Institut, featuring the artists S. Chandrasekaran, Goh Ee Choo 
and Salleh Japar. Focusing on the Hindu concept of Trimurti, which 
is the drawing together of creation, preservation and dissolution into 
a single, united force, the exhibition combined Asian traditions with 
modern sensibilities and perspectives through a variety of media to 
create a new artistic language (Storer, 2007, p. 12–13).

The other key event of the year was the establishment of TAV, led 
by artists who were inspired by Western art movements such as 
conceptual art and the Fluxus movement. In response to an in-
creasingly urbanised Singapore, TAV was set up in one of the few 
remaining rural areas in Singapore, in Lorong Gambas (Ulu Sem-
bawang), as an open-studio environment that enabled experimen-
tation and discussion. At its peak, it had some 35 artists living and 
working on the site, and another 50 participating in exhibitions held 
there.
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Initiated by Tang Da Wu and several other artists, the collective 
and its open-studio environment (a vehement response against the 
commercial gallery system) soon became a “hothouse for creativ-
ity”. Creating a communal environment for artists to interact and 
collaborate, it encouraged process-based studio situations, and al-
lowed artists to explore new forms and ideas, as well as open up 
interactivity with audiences – the rise of what Sabapathy terms a 
“kinship between audiences and the artwork” (Storer, 2007, p. 13 & 
Sabapathy, 2000, p. 11).

Vincent, as well as other young artists such as Wong Shih Yaw, 
Amanda Heng, Tang Mun Kit, Koh Nguang How and Lee Wen, 
came to be associated with TAV, and their works were influenced 
by the contemporary interdisciplinary practices as well as concep-
tual focus that was part of the TAV movement (Sabapathy, 2000, 
p. 15).Vincent, commenting on the period, noted that it was akin to 
rediscovering art all over again.

Initially attached to sculptor Han Sai Poh, Vincent found traditional 
carving limiting due to its slowness in expressing artistic ideas, and 
his experience at TAV made him realise that performance art and 
painting were more immediate and spontaneous.

Works such as Lucky Strike, Yellow Circle, Cut Throat and Two 
Men (all done in 1989) express a gestural and spontaneous qual-
ity. Together with the strong colours, unruly brushstrokes as well 
as the violent subject matter of the paintings, Vincent’s works from 
this period are highly charged with strong emotion and anger, chal-
lenging the hitherto subdued temperament of painting in Singapore. 
Collectively, they also contain “a rogue element in painting”, rebel-
ling against the local dominant modes and styles of the time, which 
were lyrical and formalistic abstraction or realist and naturalistic 
styles (Poh, 2007, p. 14).

These newer forms of art, Vincent notes, were more flexible in con-
veying ideas, like how performance art uses the body and installa-
tion art uses space, respectively, as canvases for expression. Andy’s Dream
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“I wanted to challenge different things, I wanted to chal-
lenge pretty art, I wanted an alternative to that, and as a 
young artist I wanted to push the boundaries, to challenge 
safe art such as Anthony Poon, and not just the style, but 
also subject matter in art,” says Vincent on this period of 
his work. 

(Interview with Vincent Leow, 2009)
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Birth of a Satirist: The American Days

At the age of 28, fresh from his brief time at TAV, Vincent decided 
to further his artistic skills, spending three years at the Maryland In-
stitute College of Art in Baltimore to pursue his Masters of Fine Arts 
from 1989 to 1991. Certainly, the exposure to artists like Cheo and 
Tang would have influenced Vincent’s decision to further his fine 
arts study. Both had benefited from an overseas education which 
emphasised cross-disciplinary practices, as well as a de-emphasis 
on prescription and instruction in favour of processes of thinking 
and devising (Sabapathy & Briggs, 2000, p.21–22). Vincent had 
hoped to explore this within the structural confines of a systematic 
study of the fine arts, but his choice of school and country to do this 
was significant and telling of the direction his practice would take 
after his studies.

Unlike Cheo and Tang who went to the UK, Vincent attended one of 
the oldest art colleges in the United States, the Maryland Institute 
College of Art, whose alumni includes singer David Bryne, com-
poser John Cage, contemporary artist Jeff Koons, master printer 
Ken Tyler and painter Elaine de Kooning.

Certainly, the college’s emphasis on technique and foundation was 
one attraction for Vincent, allowing him to explore in more detail 
the act and art of painting. Works from this period were of single 
objects, reminiscent of the still-life tradition in classical painting, but 
Vincent explored the material and texture of paints as well as the 
canvas itself, questioning the very definition of painting.

He notes how he spent one semester drawing furiously in numerous 
sketchbooks, “just to push out the ideas on what exactly is painting,” 
he says. “I wanted to go back to painting, to discover and think more 
about what could be considered art, it was about turning the banal 
and everyday into art”. (Interview with Vincent Leow, 2009) 

Vincent’s paintings shifted its focus towards building up density, tex-
ture and scale. Yellow Field (1990), for example, with its monumen-
tal scale has the rich textural surface of classical landscape, but 
Vincent’s painting explores stretching an everyday object, a T-shirt, 
into a landscape painting of a runway. 
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Others such as Milk (1989), Shield The Lamp (1990) are still-life 
studies of a single object. Buoy (1990), which characteristically ful-
fils Vincent’s wish that his artworks take on a life of their own after 
he is done with them, has an added dimension to its intent of ex-
ploring texture and the painting surface. Wasps had chosen to build 
their nest right on the canvas, above the centre of the buoy itself, 
adding a third dimension to the surface of the artwork.

But the country too, was in itself interesting in relation to Vincent’s 
practice, as his works during this period when he was in the US at-
test. The 1980s and early 1990s, after all, was the period in which 
capitalism was back in fashion, when the fi nancial world and the 
stock market were glamorised in the mass media, with the celebra-
tion of icons such as Donald Trump, and the making of movies such 
as Wall Street (1987). Vincent’s interest in current affairs, in particu-
lar, manifested itself in works such as Fishabunga (1990), which 
commented on both the ready-made (the work itself is painted on a 
found roof awning canvas) and the culture of mass production in so-
ciety; Dumbo (1990) which commented on the role of mass media 
such as television in our lives; and later on, Red & White (2000) are 
layered with polka dots to represent the pixelated screen we view 
the world through on TV screens. 

Vincent’s new visual language played on the advertising culture of 
sending messages out repeatedly, not unlike propaganda, so peo-
ple remember it (which Vincent would appropriate to establish his 
own social statements).

Vincent commented on the heady dominance of commercialisa-
tion in the US by recasting James Brown as American President 
in the US dollar bill, and recasting the painting of the Last Sup-
per on a Pizza Hut tablecloth. Dumbo and Aladdin & Genie (1994) 
were commentaries on politics – both the rabbits and the elephant 
were used by Vincent to represent political parties. This refined and 
developed voice of social commentary was a distinct contrast to 
his earlier raw, gestural paintings. Vincent’s use of this new visual 
language and tone created a new voice for himself, a mischievous 
tone beneath the more formal qualities of art, together with more 
serious messages and social statements.
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Even after he returned to Singapore in 1992, globalisation and the 
homogenisation of culture and images, as well as technology such 
as cloning, became the focus of Vincent’s work as he engaged with 
contemporary Southeast Asian urban life and consumerism, as well 
as questioning Singaporean social and cultural values.

A 1994 painting entitled Golden Goose looks like a gigantic label for 
a food product, at the centre of which is a golden goose with golden 
eggs labelled “quality Singapore eggs”, inspired by a comment by 
the then Prime Minister Goh Chok Tong on being careful not to kill 
the goose that lays the golden eggs, implying Singaporeans had 
to still run on the treadmill of economic development (Wee, 2001, 
p. 7).

Vincent continued this playful engagement and establishment of 
social statements with his famous Mountian Cow Factory series 
(1998). The title of this series of works were deliberately misspelled, 
and made in multiples, they were also a comment on the major 
breakthrough in science of the time, the cloning of Dolly the Sheep. 
The series had a Warholian quality, with vibrant bright colours, and 
like Warhol, Vincent produced multiple versions, altering only the 
background colours. This series of multiple cow paintings were 
paired with life-sized sculptures of cows that were placed in public 
places.
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Jelly Pie, Colored Rock, 
Ice Cream, Covered Head
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Lady with Head Dress, Khat House,
Head (model), Grey Donkey
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A Space (and Time) for Performance Art

Vincent’s homecoming to Singapore in 1992 also found him return-
ing to performance art. While Vincent downplays the significance of 
his performance-art pieces within his body of work – noting that it 
really was just a few performance pieces he had done then – even 
he cannot discount the monumental impact of his performances on 
the relatively young contemporary art scene in Singapore. Vincent 
admits it took a life of its own. And it’s not hard to see why.

The very qualities of performance art – its focus on the process, its 
very transient and ephemeral nature, and its potential for establish-
ing and promoting a kinship between audiences and artists, seeks 
to alter the traditional one-sided relationship of audiences as con-
sumers of art (Sabapathy & Briggs, 2000, p. 27). By also taking art 
out of safe constructs, performance art more often than not shocks 
audiences into reassessing their own definitions and notions of art.

Against the context and background of an enforced normality that 
belies the socialisation experience in Singapore, performance art 
(till today) exists in an alternative and luminal space, despite having 
the ability to relate immediately to our environment and to express 
a sort of angst.

Apart from TAV, groups like 5th Passage had also formed during 
the time Vincent was studying abroad. Founded in 1991, the group 
managed an artist collective gallery in what was lauded as the fi 
rst corporate-sponsored space in a commercial shopping mall. Run 
by artists such as Suzann Victor, Susie Lingham and Iris Tan, the 
group focused both on a professional and structured way of art pro-
duction, as well as issues of gender and identity, primarily concen-
trating on alternative art, such as performance.

Vincent’s return from the US saw him exploring the spontaneous 
quality of performance art, raising issues related to capitalism and 
the commoditisation of art through performances such as Lifestyles 
of the Rich and Famous: The Three-Legged Toad (1992) and Cof-
fee Talk (1993). Head (Blue Spots)

Oil on canvas, 40 x 50 cm, 2012



Head (Yellow Spots), Head (Blue), 
Head (Green Spots), Head (Brown Spots)

Oil on canvas, 40 x 50 cm, 2012



Head (Mustard), Head (Blue Spots) 
Oil on canvas, 40 x 50 cm, 2012



Smoking Gnome, Red Man with Blue Pipe
Smoking Old Man, Gnome with Extended Nose

Oil on canvas, 40 x 50 cm, 2012



Lifestyles playfully took digs at the capitalist complicities of arts and 
culture. It involved Vincent performing in a suit, shoes and Daddy 
Warbucks hat, all fabricated from fake US dollar bills in large de-
nominations. Coffee Talk was done as an installation mimicking a 
café setting, in which, after briefly addressing the audience about 
issues related to the arts, Vincent urinated into a coffee cup and 
drank it. He went on to cut bits of his hair that he placed into enve-
lopes addressed to prominent people in the Singapore arts scene. 
He subsequently bottled his urine as “limited editions” and sold 
them to art collectors. (Nadarajan, 2007, p. 90)

Today, bottles of The Artist’s Urine and the Money Suit are still as 
instantly identified with these past performances, and are a con-
stant reminder of Vincent’s skills in negotiating between commerce 
and the art world(1). Brief as it was, the performance art period in 
Vincent’s artistic career is significant in representing the alternative 
nature of his practice, as well as its ability to go beyond merely 
exploring visual languages and to be critical and rebelling against 
the mainstream.

To Vincent, this period of his practice was part of ongoing explora-
tions on the possibilities for interaction with audiences. “The ques-
tion is: how important that audience response is, and how strong 
the reaction,” he surmises.

“The performance for Coffee Talk, of drinking my own urine, 
came from the initial idea of consuming my own by-product, 
and it was about being in the art myself, of including myself 
in the artwork, as well as the dialogue exchanges and reac-
tions from the process of performing that work. 

Bottling my urine after the performance as documentation, 
but also selling it as limited edition pieces of artwork, was 
about the commoditisation of my by-product, and how the 
artwork could take on a life of its own six months after the 
performance itself, yet still forming a relationship with the 
society it is at that moment in time.” 

(Interview with Vincent Leow, 2009)

Red Stag
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Vincent started creating a series of work that could communicate 
and generate a narrative about the mixing and breeding of different 
cultures. Taking inspiration from traditional legends and stories of 
mythical creatures from various cultures such as the Sphinx, Phoe-
nix and Monkey God, the aim was to create an urban contemporary 
mythical but fictional character that would share characteristics of 
being both human and animal.

These creatures have been written about previously as hybrids: i.e. 
part human, part animal, part monster. They would help Vincent 
define his identity as an Asian artist with Western art training, as 
well as a person living in a country with both Eastern and Western 
ideologies mixing together. In essence, the artist was toying with 
the idea of hybridisation as a form of mongrelisation through this 
alter-ego Andy. Beyond simple hybridity, this was also a means of 
forgetting and erasing the past through the creation of a new set of 
myths and stories. 

Andy would reappear with characteristic anarchy in Vincent’s paint-
ings throughout his subsequent career, grinning from within the 
sacred, sanctified compositions of classical and iconic masterpiec-
es, such as in the Renaissance Andy series. Vincent intentionally 
“crossbreeds” (and in doing so ignoring the rules of) high and low 
art sources, allowing the creatures to pop out into real life in the 
form of life-sized sculptures. This series of work would feature most 
significantly in the 2007 Singapore Season exhibition Andy’s Pranks 
& Swimming Lessons, and the 2007 Singapore Pavilion at the 52nd 
Venice Biennale. The sculptures, Andy’s Pranks, Hawk, and Andy’s 
Wonderland (all 2006) are literally polished life-like representations 
of Andy, begetting a seductive idol-like worship of these kitschy fig-
ures set in a different reality.

The success and popularity of the Andy series lies in its exploration 
of issues at the very heart of the Singapore identity, leading to the 
questioning of self in relation to both ongoing socio-political situa-
tions and where we come from, and doing so using contemporary 
art as a platform to discuss mainstream culture and issues.

From Satire to Alter Ego

The return to Singapore, and its hybridity and pastiche of cultures, 
led Vincent to start what would be a significant shift in his artistic 
career – turning to mythology as one of his conceptual devices to 
explore the notion of identity as a Singaporean, in Southeast Asia 
and the globalised world.

Singapore, after all, created a shared history and identity post-
1965, the very symbol of which could be said to be captured by the 
kitsch animal emblem known as the Merlion(2) – a construct of the 
Singapore Tourism Board in 1964.

The use of animals in Vincent’s art can be seen in his Andy series, 
featuring a half-man, half-dog creature that has featured prominent-
ly in his work until today. The notion of the half-man, half-animal 
was an idea that Vincent had explored even in his TAV days. Used 
as an alter ego, Vincent’s development of the Andy image was a 
natural evolvement in his use of animals as symbols in his work.

Based on real life pets he kept, such as his rabbits Aladdin and Ge-
nie, his rooster Hawk (which became an Andy sculpture nicknamed 
Hawk after the pet rooster), Vincent intentionally uses domestic 
animals to create a contemporary urban mythology – with a clear 
blurring of lines between reality and fiction in his work over time. 
The reincarnation of Andy in his art, while inspired by his pet dog 
Andy, takes on an uncanny resemblance to Vincent himself with 
each passing work.

Inspired by a postcard of Andy Warhol from which Vincent named 
his pet dog in Warhol’s honour, the Andy series of narratives de-
veloped Vincent’s satirical voice into a burlesque style that placed 
“Andy” in different situations and bodies. These paintings were col-
ourful, bright, almost fairytale-like, evoking the sense of a creation 
of a mythical and magical setting. For instance, the very vibrant 
Andy’s Addiction (1996) shows Andy against a candy-red back-
ground that looks almost good to eat, or the mischievous Bombs 
Away (1996) that had Andy naughtily defecating bombs on an oth-
erwise sunny day.
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Head on Table, Head with 2 Black Spots,
Skull on Black, Head on a stool

Oil on canvas, 30 x 40 cm, 2012



One of the paintings from this new series, Portrait & Veil (2009), 
resembles Da Vinci’s famous Mona Lisa – only the portrait of Lisa 
Gherardini is missing, the very subject it is meant to celebrate. The 
solid black human silhouettes tempt one to impose and project 
one’s own memories onto a life remembered, suggesting an elusive 
quality that a painting surface can never fully capture.

Going back to the classical genre of portrait painting, is a certain 
“death”, says Vincent. It is the only way to start afresh. The idea of 
death and its association with the colour black, is Vincent’s recali-
bration of his role as an artist and where his new direction will take 
him. The old must die for the new to be reborn, to start from ground 
zero and go back to neutral.

His other two new installations, Feet Remembered and Heads Re-
membered (both 2010), commemorate the lives of the common 
people. The trishaw drivers who pound the streets of Yogyakarta (a 
work Vincent had done previously during a two-month residency in 
Yogyakarta at the Cemeti Art Foundation in 2000), are commemo-
rated through the work Feet Remembered, where clay casts of their 
feet are celebrated on monumental plinths normally reserved for 
national heroes.

Heads Remembered is an installation of ceramic busts of an un-
known person, lacking specific facial details, in a cemetery or state 
park that pays the same homage to unsung lives of the everyman. 
Similar to the way his Andy series celebrated the life of his pet mon-
grel, Vincent champions the importance of every single life lived, no 
matter how seemingly insignificant.

For Vincent, these more metaphorical and abstract works – a clear 
shift from the figurative – are part of the development of his ideas 
of playing with fiction and the fantastical, working with the everyday 
and banal to create a story. At the same time, he adds an element 
of unresolved discomfort for audiences viewing his art that they not 
only project their own meanings to his work, but also find their own 
resolution.

On Identity, Legacy and Death: Back to Painting 
and Classical Art

In a strange twist of events, Vincent’s pet dog Andy, on which the 
series of works were based on, passed away in 2009 at the age of 
14; at which point the series takes on an even more poignant and 
commemorative significance.

For Vincent’s solo exhibition in SAM in 2010, he presented works 
that were less “in-your-face”, more subdued and quieter in spirit. 
The Conversations with a Femur Bone installation, created based 
on life-sized human femur bones, suggests the baggage of memo-
ries that death leaves behind for the living – heavy and unwieldy 
– yet still injecting Vincent’s trademark playfulness, conjuring up the 
ghost of the half-man half-dog Andy, who would view bones more 
as a treat.

Blacked-out portraits (Portrait and Hand, Hawk Portrait and Salam, 
all 2009) that are paired with the above installation seemingly re-
treat from the creation of another identity (re: the Andy series), to 
the erasing of it – a stripping away of representation. All that is left 
are traces of the person through their hands.

Contrasted against the colourful backgrounds, these portraits hark 
back to the classical painting tradition of portraits of the elite, but 
are also inspired by the momento mori (remember you will die ) 
genre of classical paintings that remind mankind of mortality, and 
the futility of vanities. In Vincent’s case, he inverts the very nature 
of portraiture painting to question that very vanity – how do you still 
show representation without showing it.

“The idea of black is not just about death,but it is also of 
one’s identity being anonymous, yet catching glimpses 
of a person. What do we look for or how do we judge 
something, if it is all blacked out?” 

(Interview with Vincent Leow, 2009)



Black Gold                                                                                           CAMO Skull
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[A Continuing] Epilogue

Vincent’s latest body of work in “Resembling Imaginary Creatures” 
at Chan Hampe Galleries, further strips away any further possibil-
ity of literal representation, giving audiences the freedom to project 
their own imagination onto his whimsical paintings. 

Here the faceless portraits have developed into very intentional 
and deliberate splashes of white paint on facial features concealed 
within these layers of paint. This disruptive reading of the work is 
then combined with the re-introduction of dots, now shaped more 
like eggs as if going back to birth (first noted in his paintings almost 
two decades ago). During a recent studio visit, he comments that 
his works are now deliberately aesthetic – all the better to elude an 
easy narrative for the viewer.

One distinctive feature of his new paintings for the exhibition is the 
re-appearance of distinct animal hybrid forms. New hybrid crea-
tures (“Green Hare” for instance, looks like a rabbit as well as a 
dog) have been pared down and stripped of any identifying detail 
which results in some paintings looking like scientific illustrations, 
while other portraits look remarkably like hunting trophies. 

Another distinctive feature in Vincent’s new series is the insertion 
of iconography borrowed from religion, mythology and fairy tales. 
Dwarves, Pinocchio or the Budhha, are all roped in by Vincent as if 
characters in his own soap opera series– to comment on the mod-
ern day economic and political storyline. 

....

Audience participation and social commentary or critique are com-
mon threads that run through Vincent Leow’s art practice. These 
themes originate from the artist’s TAV days, when he was part of 
a collective that encouraged direct audience engagement and re-
flected on everyday life in Singapore.

It is this audience reaction and response to art that still intrigues 
Vincent. He continues to explore the idea of how the framing and 
contextualizing of formally exhibited artwork contribute to people’s 
consumption and perception of an artist’s ideology.

But even so, “the artist”, says Vincent, “only contributes to the art-
work at the beginning of its life. After its creation, the life of the 
artwork develops much further well after the artist is done with it.”

Endnotes

1. Other performance-art pieces Vincent did during this period was 
1000 Ways To Cross a Plank, which was about negotiating space 
and time.

2. Designed as an emblem to denote the rediscovery of Singapura 
as recorded in the Malay Annals, the half-lion, half-fish figure aptly 
captures Singapore’s hybrid nature of an Asian nation with Western 
ideals. The Merlion, however, has no basis in Singapore’s history or 
culture, and is a construct of the Singapore Tourism Board.
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VINCENT LEOW

Selected Solo Exhibitions

2010        8Q, Singapore Art Museum
                “Tags and Treats” Paintings and Sculpture
                SooBin Art International Singapore
                “Rhapsody of Non-sense” Drawings

2009        SooBin Art International Singapore
                “BLACK GOLD” woodblock prints

2007        Xin Beijing Gallery, Beijing, China.
                “Andy’s Pranks and Swimming Lessons” paintings and                 
                sculptures

2004        Jendala Gallery@Esplande, Singapore
                “Mock Ducks and Manicured Poodles” paintings

2001        TADU Art Space, Bangkok, Thailand
                “FOUR EYES, CLOUDY SKIES”, paintings

2000        LIP Gallery, Yogyakarta, Indonesia.
                “Caged Feet“, Installation

1998        TK Studios Gallery, Singapore
                “Mountian Cow Milk Factory”, sculpture installation

1996        Substation Gallery, Singapore
                “Falling Bones, Hungry Chillies”, paintings

1994        Substation Gallery, Singapore
                “CHOP SUEY”, paintings

1992        Shenn’s Gallery, Singapore
                “Donkeys, Elephants & The Three Legged Toad”, 
                paintings

1991        School 33 Art Centre, MD, USA
                “Vincent Leow: Recent Paintings”

Selected Group Exhibitions

2012        “Resembling Imaginary Creatures”, Chan Hampe Galleries, 
                Singapore
                “Subject Shall Remain Anonymous”, Give Art Space,         
                Singapore
                “Not Against Interpretation: Re-staging Jason Lim & Vin
                cent Leow’s A Flog of Birdies in the 21st Century”, Singa
                pore Art Museum

2011        “New Pop New World” SBin Art Plus Gallery, Singapore
                “Imagine Malaysia”, Valentine Willie Gallery, Singapore
                “Recent Prints” Chan Hampe Galleries, Singapore
                “Negotiating Home, History and Nation: Two decades of 
                contemporary art in Southeast Asia, 1991 – 2011”, 
                Singapore Art Museum
                “Brief Histories” , Sharjah, U.A.E

2007        52nd Venice Biennale of Contemporary Art, Singapore 
                Pavilion, Italy
                “Domesticity” Seoul Museum of Art, Seoul, Korea.
                3rd GuiYang Biennale of Contemporary Art, Guiyang, 
                China

2005        “WORLD EXPO 2005 Singapore pavilion, Nagoya Japan
                “Contemporary Self-Portraiture/Reassessing Identity, 
                ICAS, Singapore

2004        “11th Asian Art Biennale” Osmani Memorial Hall, 
                Bangladesh

2003        “RENGA Paintings” National Art Gallery, Kuala 
                Lumpur Malaysia

2002        “P.A.U.S.E” Gwanju Biennale 2002, Korea
                “NOKIA Singapore Art” Singapore Art Museum, Singapore
                “ParallelWorld” Project 304 Bangkok, Thailand
                “Feast” group exhibition, Singapore Art Museum, 
                Singapore



Selected Group Exhibitions

2000        “ParallelWorld” Project 304 Bangkok, Thailand
                “Feast” group exhibition, Singapore Art Museum, 
                Singapore

1999        “Provocative Things” Sculpture Square, Singapore
                “Art et Politique”, Sarcelles, France

1998        “Bangkok Art Project”, Bangkok
                “Second Nature: Cityscapes of Singapore”, Central Plaza,     
                Hong Kong
                “Imagining Self”, Singapore Art Museum, Singapore

1997          “9th Indian Triennale of contemporary art”, New Dehli, India

1996        “Shell Grand Discovery Art Exhibition”, Singapore
                “TOUR de ART LAH !” Singapore festival of the arts, 
                Singapore.

1995        “Chiang Mai Social Installation”, Chiang Mai, Thailand
                “Fighting The Universal Spider”, A & O Gallery, Berlin, 
                Germany
                “A FLOG OF BIRDIES” Black Box, TheatreWorks, 
                Singapore

1994        “Para Values” Site specific installation, Fort Canning Park,     
                Singapore
                    “Window on Singapore Art” China & Hong Kong, Singapore

1993         “International Sculpture & Painting Symposium”, Gulbarga,  
                India
                “5th Fukui International Binale”, Tawara, Fukui City, Japan
                “1st Asia Pacific Triennial of Contemporary Art”, Brisbane,    
                 Australia    

1992        “Performance Art Week”, Gallery 21, Singapore
                “HOPE” Visual Art Exhibition, 5th Passage Gallery, 
                Singapore

1991        “Many in One : Art From Singapore Washington DC, USA
                “Vincent Leow & Rudy Nadler”, Maryland Institute, 
                Baltimore, USA
                “Urban Artists in Singapore” National Museum Art Gallery,    
                Singapore

1990        “ARTSCAPE 90” Decker Gallery, Baltimore, USA
                “EYE 21” ART Base Gallery, Singapore

1989        “The Drawing Show” Artists Village, Singapore
                “QU ArtSupport II” QU Art Space, Hong Kong
                “Contemporary Art In Singapore “ Netherlands & Germany
                “Two with a Cause”, National Art Gallery, Singapore

1988        “The Artists Village Show” open studio show, Artists Village,     
                Singapore
                “National Museum Centenary Exhibition”, Singapore

1986        “Australian Art Award for Young Artists” National Museum,  
                Singapore
                “3rd Sculpture Workshop & Exhibition” LaSalle, Singapore

1985        “3rd ASEAN Young Painting Workshop & Exhibition”,
                Indonesia
                “2nd Sculpture Workshop & Exhibition” National Art 
                Gallery, Singapore



Special Projects

2009         Abu Dhabi Tourism Authority, Abu Dhabi, UAE
                 Art Car
2007        Draycott Park Condominium, Singapore.
                Friendship Pups, public art

1999        Kranji Turf Club, Singapore
                Red Numbers, public art

2001        Land Transport and Authority, Singapore.
                Northeast line MRT mural, Lorong Buangkok Station, 
                public art

1996        Sentosa, Singapore
                Merlion - Water Feature at Merlion Walk, public art

1996        Singapore Technologies
                “OPEL VECTRA ART CAR” public art

1990        National Museum Art Gallery, Singapore
                “DREAM WORLD” video Installation,
                Singapore Festival of Arts, Singapore
                Titled: “Their Piece” sculpture project.

1989        Katong Convent Secondary School, Singapore
                “Love & Peace” public art

1987        Sentosa Development Corporation, Singapore
                “Beach Fun” public art

Public and Professional Service: Membership / Committee

1996 - 2006     National Arts Council, Singapore
                        Visual Art Resource Panel Member

1997 – 2010    Plastique Kinetic Worms,
                        President, Art Society member

Collections

Vincent’s works on paper, installation, Singapore Art Museum Paint-
ings, sculptures and Installation

Deutsche Bank Singapore a series of works on paper

National Arts Council a series of silk screen print on paper

National Institute of Education 
Fukouka Art Museum 
Private Collections
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